ELK DEFENDER 2.0
The protective elk leather glove for firemen.
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The new high-tech product from Penkert with the
high level of comfort for firemen.
Best wearing comfort, secure contact heat protection, minimal shrinkage,
without hardening of the material, waterproof and breathable.

ELK DEFENDER

The new protective elk leather glove for firemen.

>> available with extra long
leather gountlet and
deflectable Velcro closure
article: ELK DEFENDER (ST)

>> quality materials ensure a high
level of tactility

The new high-tech product from Penkert: ideally suited for
heavy-duty fire service work. The ELK DEFENDER, which
in terms of safety, reliability and comfort takes some beating,
combines the tactile feel of a leather glove, which for technical
assistance is of key importance, with the outstanding properties of textile fire gloves for firemen - namely, minimal shrinkage without a hardening of the materials that are used.
The special flexibility of elk leather, as well as the unique
manufacturing ensure fatigue-proof working and a high level
of tactility. The version ELK DEFENDER (ST) with its extra
long leather gountlet ensures a generous opening width of the
gauntlet and allows the user to put the gloves on over a work
jacket without any problems.

EN 659:2008

FA C T S

NEW: Certified machine washability.

EN 659 tested after 25 Washes. Impregnation recommended
after each fifth wash. Impregnating agents available from us.

CATEGORY Protective glove for firemen in accordance
with EN 659:2008- 06

MATERIAL

specially tanned elk leather, Nomex®, Porelle®,
			KEVLAR® / ProtexM® /Minaral fibres                

SIZE

7 - 11

>> more flexibility and fatigue-proof
working because of the unique
manufacturing in the knuckle
areas

Rain
Water vapour

Wind

Outer fabric
®

porelle membrane
Inner lining

>> porelle® insert as a barrier to
moisture

>> hand part:
made from specially tanned elk leather
>> the lining material is made of KEVLAR®/
ProtexM®/Mineral fibres
knitted fabric which protects against cuts
and provides heat insulation
>> porelle® membrane as a moisture barrier
(waterproof and breathable)
>> Nomex® knit trim
(alternatively: extra long leather gauntlet)

elk leather
Kevlar ®/ProtexM®, Mineralfaser, Nomex ®, Porelle ®
August Penkert GmbH

>> leather loops as a comfortable aid to
putting the gloves on, as well as for
fastening

KEVLAR® und Nomex® sind Marken von E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
Porelle® ist eine eingetragene Marke der Porvair International Limited.
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